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decentralization. There are three argu- tW"ed attributes essential to an ecological fonns of hierarchy and domination inter
ments that can be made against ruralism, society: community, self-reliance, civic nal to human society, then the incremen~ 
and Paehlke makes all three. The fust is responsibility, and appreciation of natural changes advocated by Paehlke will not 
that, in an overwhelmingly Uiban society, cycles. Modernization (and coricomitant touch the underlying disease . which is 
environmentalists have to make them- urbanization) have largely eroded the sub- bound to reassert itself with greater 
selves relevant to urban people. I jective conditions for the reconstruction vigour. A radical decentralization of 
wholeheartedly agree. He also argues that of society along ecological lines. Political power is necessary, not only to disarm the 
more intelligent Uiban settlement patterns mobilization based on self-interest multinationals and their political and mil
may ultimately protect the biosphere and politics will ultimately fail because eco- itary patrons, but to instill in each citizen 
rural ecosystems better than dispersing logical solutions will always remain · the sense of social and ecological re
peoplethroughoutthecountryside.Again, "theoretical" and untested as long as ex- sponsibility that must go with a holistic 
I think this argument has a lot of merit · isting elites, committed to short-term approach to decision-making. 

A third argument says that Uiban culture economic and political gain, remain in 
is intrinsically superior (involves an im- power. 
proved status for women, a lower birth Also, if Murray Bookchin and the eco
rate, etc.). WhatlthinkPaehlkeismissing feminists' hypothesis is correct that the 
here is that rural settings have long nur- domination of nature is closely related to 
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